In Section 4 we construct hyperbolic-geometric models of these surfaces representing isolated branch points. Actually we describe models for aII cyclic group actions with fixed points so that the quotient has genus 0 and three branch points. These models are built out of hyperbolic polygons by identification of its sides in pairs. Among 2. Preliminaries 2.1. Suppose 9 ) S. Let X denote an isolated point in Bn arrd let G: Aut X. In [H] [1,o,å] . We fix a generator x of 21 so that on each of the points of the three orbits of singular points o, no, ab a,ct by a rotation by an angle (2tr)/1, (ztr)/u, (2tr)lv respectively. Then the order of oo, respectively uå is u: ll(l,a), respectively u : ll(l,,b). Notice that l.c.m.(u,u) must be l, and L* a * ö = Omodl. AIso 29 -2 -I{t-r-t -u-r -r-r}. [1, 4, 3] . So the surface is completely determined by the fact that it is of genus 2 and that it admits a Zs-action! By the above procedure it is obtained from a 1.6-gon whose internal angles are alternately 2r/8 and zr. The sidepairing is rt2;-1 r--+ n2i+s. It is easy to see that if we agree not to count the vertices with angle zr as vertices then we have an octagon with all the internal angles 2rf 8, and the sidepairing is a standard one, namely abcda-Lb-rc-rd-l1
Finally we describe the famous Klein's surface X of genus 3 which admits a group of order 168. This group is isomorphic to PSL2(Zz). It contains a cyclic subgroup of order 7 which is unique up to conjugacy in PSL2(27) . Again it is easy to see that the Riemann-Hurwitz formula implies that the Z7-aclion on a surface of genus 3 must have the quotient of genus 0 with branching indices 7, 7 , 7 . There are however two possibilities for the characteristic symbol, namely [1, 1, 5] and [1, 2, 4] . Which is the possibility for the Klein's surface? To see this fix a cyclic subgroup A of order 7 in PSL2(27) 
